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Abstract

Sharpness and contrast have great impact on perceived quality of an image. This paper focuses on sharpness and contrast measures

to evaluate quality of Thermal Infrared (TIR1) channel of Indian National Satellite-3D (INSAT-3D) without using any reference

image. Most of the sharpness metrics can scarcely manage to discern image quality degradation against high frequency behavior

due to noise. Six Image Quality Measures (IQMs) are employed to study their behavior in terms of blur, noise and intensity changes

simultaneously. Results show that (1) change in value of Measure Of Enhancement By Entropy (EMEE) is more discernible with

change in contrast of an INSAT-3D image as compared to other measures and (2) Second Derivative Like Measure Of Enhancement

(SDME) has a potential to distinguish high frequency content due to sharpness arisen due to un estimated noise up to some

remarkable level in case of TIR1 INSAT-3D satellite images. Performance comparison of six measures against blur, noise, contrast

and sharpness changes is presented.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

INSAT-3D1 TIR1 (wavelength-10.3-11.3 μm) channel images are used to generate geophysical parameters like sea

surface temperature, Upper Tropospheric Humidity(UTH), land surface temperature, atmospheric wind vectors etc.

With increase in frequent and mass satellite data acquisition and need to assure accurate generation of geophysical

parameters requires automatic quality assessment of TIR1 channel data for quick and quality data product dissemina-

tion. Generally image quality evaluation techniques deal with automatic Image Quality Assessment (IQA) that gives

consistent result with human observations.

IQA techniques can be categorized into two groups: (1) Subjective quality assessment involves humans to judge

quality of an image based on how it is perceived but it is tedious, time consuming process and can not be integrated

into real time systems. (2) objective quality assessment assigns an absolute score to an image automatically based

on present image detail. Reference image (distortion-less image which is assumed to be ideal) may be needed in

assessment of quality parameters. According to the availability of a reference image, objective evaluation techniques

are classified as Full-Reference (FR), No or Blind-Reference (NR/BR) and Reduced-Reference (RR) image IQMs2.

In all scenario, reference image can not be assured. Therefore NR IQMs are given prominence here.
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Contrast and sharpness have great impact on perceived quality of an image . Contrast refers to difference in gray

scale or color exists between image features. It is related with discrimination of objects or content within an image.

Sharpness of an image refers to clarity of detail and edges. Perceived sharpness of an image depends on resolution-

camera’s ability to resolve detail and acutance-image information transitions at edges. Image analysis and perception

research has shown that sharpness is highly dependent on content, and also on spatial resolution, contrast, and noise

as reported by Johnson and Fairchild3. A good sharpness measure should have ability to give consistent results

against blur, noise, and contrast changes. It should have ability to distinguish between sharpness due to original high

frequency detail of an image and sharpness due to high frequency noise detail introduced in production and processing

step.

In literature, many sharpness measurements for general and medical images have been proposed. They are divided

into spatial and frequency transform domain methods. Some of them are based on variance4, auto correlation5,

pixel derivatives5, kurtosis6,7, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients8, analyzing spread of edges9,10. Most

of these quantify sharpness in terms of blur only, they oversight effects from random noise. Riemannian tensor

based metric11 can detect blur in the presence of white Gaussian noise (WGN), whose value decreases when blur

increases12. However, the value of this measure rises if the variance of noise is increased, which means that it can

not be used to distinguish image quality decay against high frequency behavior due to noise12. Q metric proposed

in13 claims to reacts reasonably to both blur and noise for general images. Various Image enhancement measures

have been proposed to measure improvement (in terms of contrast and sharpness) in image after applying any kind of

enhancement. Image enhancement measures based on Weber’s and Michelson contrast law- Measure Of Enhancement

or Measure Of Improvement14,15 (EME), EMEE14, Michelson Law EME16 (AME), Michelson Law EME16 (AMEE),

SDME17,18 have been proposed by Agaian et. al. and Panetta et. al..

This work aims towards studying behavior of AME, AMEE, EME, EMEE, SDME, Q metric against four distortions-

contrast, sharpness changes ,blur and noise for TIR1 channel images taken by IMAGER payload of INSAT-3D satel-

lite. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 overview of six measures which are studied is given.

Section 3 describes experimental setup used followed by results and observations in section 4. Finally, we summarize,

conclude, and discuss directions of future research in Section 5.

2. Objective IQA metrics

All the below stated measures are based on the following idea : Intensity values at given pixels should depend

strongly on the values at pixels that are close by weakly on those that are further away and also these measures has to

related with human visual system14.

EME14,15 and EMEE14 have been developed by Agaian et. al. are based on some modification of the the Weber’s

and Fishers Laws. EME gives an absolute value to each image by assessing image contrast using Weber’s law and

relating it to the perceived brightness according to Fishers law. EMEE uses well known concept of entropy. It uses

Weber’s ratio in calculation of entropy so it basically gives measure of contrast in terms of entropy.
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where image I is divided in to k1×k2 blocks wk,l(i, j) of size l1×l2, c and α is a constant, Imax and Imin are the

maximum and minimum values of the pixels in each block. Generally value of c is 0.0001 and value of α is between

0 to 1. Function χ is sign function, χ(x) = x or χ(x) = −x depending on method of enhancement used14.

AME and AMEE are based on Michelson law which is applicable for periodic patterns like sinusoidal gratings.

Weber’s law only works for images having small target on uniform background. The main idea behind these measure

is to use the relationship between the spread and the sum of the two luminance values found in a small block16 and

averaging this ratio of each block to get absolute score for whole image. AMEE uses entropy concept in which ratio
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of spread and sum is used in calculation.
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SDME uses concept of the second derivative17. Above mentioned 4 measures take into account only maximum

and minimum pixel values. SDME also takes center pixel value in to account. It is less sensitive to noise and steep

edges in compare to other four measures17.

S DME = − 1
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where Icenter is center pixel value of each block.

Q metric claims to provide quantitative measure of image sharpness and contrast in the presence of both blur and

noise. It is related with sharpness, intensity change, noise level present in the image. It is based on singular value

decomposition of local image gradient matrix13. The idea behind detecting blur is that singular values (s1,s2) indicate

strength of intensity in the dominant direction and its perpendicular direction. So singular values react reasonably

well to blurring and used to detect blur. The idea behind detecting noise is that for anisotropic image (where s1 � s2)

, when noise standard deviation (σ) is 0, the ratio s1 − s2/s1 + s2 is 1 because difference between s1 and s2 is very

large so one can ignore value of s2. As noise increases,difference between s1 and s2 starts decreasing.

Rk =
s1 − s2

s1 + s2

,Qk = s1

s1 − s2

s1 + s2

,Q =
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M
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where Image I is divided in to M number of non overlapping block of size N×N. Only anisotropic blocks of image

is taken in to account for calculation of Q which is defined as block k for which Rk ≥ τ. calculation of threshold τ is

given in13.

3. Experimental Setup

This experiment focuses on studying behavior of above mentioned measures for INSAT-3D meteorological satellite

images captured in TIR1 channel. Seven images taken from July 07, 2014 to November 07, 2014 are used. Five out

of seven Images and their corresponding histograms are shown in Fig. 1. These images have 10 bit radiometric

quantization and of size 2816 lines x 2805 samples. All measures are implemented using APIs provided by Orfeo

Toolbox (OTB). OTB is an open source which provides useful image processing libraries specially for remote sensing

images19.

Primary objectives of the analysis are

1. To select sharpness and contrast measure which best suits for TIR1 channel INSAT-3D satellite images.

2. To study the behavior of each measure against noise, blur, contrast and sharpness change for TIR1 channel

INSAT-3D images.

Four versions of each seven images are generated by artificially introducing sharpness and contrast. Eight versions

of each seven images are generated by artificially introducing noise and blur of varying level. Sharpness of an image

is increased using un sharp mask filter available in FIJI20 image processing tool. Gaussian smoothing ( with σb

ranging from 0.1 to 3 ) is employed whenever required to analyze the results. Contrast of an image is varied by

changing dynamic range of an image. Gaussian noise with varying standard deviation (σn) ranging from 0.01 to 5 was

introduced to the images for the study purpose as needed. In our analysis, IQ1 denotes image having lowest quality
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Fig. 1. Meteorological images used in experiment

(contrast or sharpness) and IQ4 denotes image having highest quality (contrast or sharpness) in case of sharpness and

contrast. As we go from IQ1 to IQ4, amount of sharpness and contrast is increased. In case of noise and blur, IQ1

denotes image having highest quality (in terms of noise or blur) and IQ8 denotes image having lowest quality. As we

go from IQ1 to IQ8, amount of noise and blur is increased. Total 168 images are used in analysis.

4. Results and analysis

Changes in the values of IQA metrics against contrast, sharpness, noise and blur distortions are tested. Values of

IQA for variation against sharpness, blur, contrast, noise are listed in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 respectively.

Behavior of EME, EMEE, AME, AMEE, SDME, Q metric for general images is discussed in21,13. Value of EME,

EMEE, AMEE, SDME, Q metric increase with increase in contrast and sharpness of general images. Value of AME

decreases with increase in contrast and sharpness for general images. For meteorological TIR1 channel images,

Important trends are plotted in Fig. 2. Only important trends needed for result are shown.

Table 1. Study of sharpness for IQA metrics

Metric IQ1 IQ2 IQ3 IQ4

EME 00.750 01.429 05.532 33.645

EMEE 00.034 00.078 30336 51731

AME 20.665 16.490 10.590 04.580

AMEE 00.067 00.084 00.095 00.124

SDME -13.003 -12.338 -10.997 -08.161

Q metric 46.041 84.653 205.90 560.04

Table 2. Study Of blur for IQA metrics

Metric IQ1 IQ2 IQ3 IQ4 IQ5 IQ6 IQ7 IQ8

EME 00.750 00.749 00.678 00.579 00.562 00.434 00.391 00.357

EMEE 00.03460 00.03465 00.03088 00.02597 00.02511 00.01803 00.01690 00.01529

AME 20.665 20.715 21.478 22.792 23.049 25.009 25.759 26.420

AMEE 00.06739 00.06738 00.06435 00.05955 00.05867 00.05184 00.04934 00.04724

SDME -13.003 -13.065 -13.386 -14.059 -14.216 -15.152 -15.510 -15.774

Q metric 46.041 45.976 41.832 35.411 34.184 25.648 22.970 20.879
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Table 3. Study of contrast for IQA metrics

Metric IQ1 IQ2 IQ3 IQ4

EME 01.872 01.915 02.017 02.091

EMEE 846.89 1066.65 2166.54 4054.63

AME 14.801 14.685 14.476 14.353

AMEE 00.0905 00.0908 00.0913 00.0916

SDME -11.354 -11.268 -11.191 -11.098

Q metric 4551.02 4578.62 4627.73 4656.27

Table 4. Study Of noise for IQA metrics

Metric IQ1 IQ2 IQ3 IQ4 IQ5 IQ6 IQ7 IQ8

EME 00.750 00.750 00.750 00.751 00.757 00.792 00.856 00.893

EMEE 00.03460 00.03460 00.03460 00.03466 00.03488 00.03634 00.03914 00.0407

AME 20.665 20.665 20.665 30.115 36.389 32.5044 30.084 29.1738

AMEE 00.067 00.067 00.067 00.068 00.070 00.076 00.083 00.086

SDME -13.0034 -13.0034 -13.0034 -17.2933 -17.6984 -21.0779 -21.0854 -20.9875

Q metric 46.0417 46.0417 46.0417 46.0951 46.4176 48.2992 51.8154 53.9176

4.1. Observations

Fig. 2 can be seen to infer the following :

1. Value of EME, EMEE, AMEE, SDME (Fig. 2k) and Q metric increase with increase in sharpness of an image.

Whereas value of AME decreases with increase in sharpness of INSAT-3D TIR1 images (Fig. 2l).

2. Value of EME, EMEE (Fig. 2d), AMEE, SDME (Fig. 2e) and Q metric (Fig. 2f) decreases with increase in blur.

Value of AME increase with increase in blur.

3. Value of EME (Fig. 2c) , EMEE (Fig. 2a), AMEE, SDME (Fig. 2b) and Q metric increase with increase in

contrast of an image. Whereas value of AME decreases with increase in contrast of INSAT-3D TIR1 images.

It is seen from Fig. 2a to Fig. 2c, Change in value of EMEE is more discernible with change in contrast of an

INSAT-3D image as compared to other measures.

4. Ideally, each sharpness measure should show opposite behaviour in case of noise from behaviour shown in case

of sharpness. Value of SDME decreases with increase in Gaussian noise up to standard deviation(σn) 4 and

value of AME increases with increase in Gaussian noise up to standard deviation(σn) 0.5. Only SDME (Fig. 2i)

and AME (Fig. 2g) can detect noise in an image and can distinguish high frequency behaviour due to sharpness

arisen due to noise. That means, value of EME, EMEE (Fig. 2j), AMEE increases with increase in noise and can

not detect sharpness arisen due to noise. It is seen that SDME can detect quality degradation due to Gaussian

noise up to standard deviation(σn) 4 and not able to detect beyond that point due to high noise presence. AME

can detect quality degradation due to noise up to 0.5 σn only. Value of Q metric (Fig. 2h) remains constant up

to 0.1 σn, after that its value increases with increase in noise. Thus, it can not distinguish high frequency content

due to sharpness arisen due to un estimated noise in case of TIR1 INSAT-3D satellite images.

Applicability of each measure against each distortion is shown in Table 5.

From above observations, value of each metric increases with increase in sharpness and contrast except AME. All

metrics shows opposite behaviour in case of blur from behaviour shown in case of sharpness and contrast. All can

detect blur. Only SDME and AME can distinguish high frequency content due to sharpness arisen due to un estimated

noise. AME can not be used in real time because 0.5 noise level (σn) is often apparent in INSAT-3D TIR1 images.
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(a) Contrast Vs. EMEE (b) Contrast Vs. SDME (c) Contrast Vs. EME

(d) Blur (σb) Vs. EMEE (e) Blur (σb) Vs. SDME (f) Blur (σb) Vs. Q mteric

(g) Noise (standard deviation σn) Vs. AME (h) Noise (standard deviation σn) Vs. Q
metric

(i) Noise (standard deviation σn) Vs. SDME

(j) Noise (standard deviation σn) Vs. EMEE (k) Sharpness Vs. SDME (l) Sharpness Vs. AME

Fig. 2. Important plots of IQA against sharpness,blur,noise,contrast

5. Conclusion And Future Work

In this paper, 6 IQMs are employed and studied to find their behaviour against sharpness change, contrast change,

noise and blur distortion. All experiments are done using APIs provided by OTB and FIJI. It shows that among all 6

measures, EMEE gives more discernible result with change in contrast of TIR1 INSAT-3D images. SDME and AME
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Table 5. Applicability of IQMs against sharpness, blur, contrast and noise

Metric sharpness blur contrast noise

EME yes yes yes no

EMEE yes yes yes no

AME yes yes yes yes

AMEE yes yes yes no

SDME yes yes yes yes

Q metric yes yes yes no

can detect quality degradation due to both blur and noise. AME react well to noise up to only 0.5 σn. SDME react

well to noise up to 4 σn which is more desirable. It gives actual sharpness of an image while considering noise up to

4 σn. After 4 σn SDME can not distinguish between sharpness due to signal and sharpness due to noise.

Future work will include study of behaviour of EMEE and SDME against different kind of noise found in satellite

images like mesh type, textured noise etc. Also study of EMEE and SDME for images taken on different time/dates

can be done for inter comparison. Study can further be extended for various Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) satellite

images taken by payloads (having varying characteristics in terms of resolution, Modular Transfer Function (MTF)

and many more)like CARTOSAT-1/2, RESOURCESAT-2 etc and also for images taken in band other then TIR1 to

find sharpness and contrast measures suitable to most satellite images.
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